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698000Z3 
AL-KO ATS anti theft system 
kit includes component and 12 
month connectivity Z3 model

650300
AL-KO Easy Clamp. Anti-Theft wheel clamp adjustable to suit 13 to 
15” Wheels. Key operated Lock

616950
Secure “Universal” coupling lock. Suits most Australian 50mm ball 
couplings.

616900 
Coupling lock & key AK7-AK10/2

991310892 
European caravan spare part AKS3004 
safety anti theft unit, safety plus

991310891 
European caravan spare part AKS3004 
security device.

AL-KO ATS
The AL-KO Anti-Theft System (ATS) provides the most effective way of protecting your investment from 
theft. The AL-KO ATS utilises state of the art GPS tracking to provide high level protection with real time 
tracking.

AL-KO ATS is small to hide, simple to use, security solution in existence. Charge up or hard wire the GPS 
tracker, press one button and you’re away. Bundled with a minimum of 12 months global connectivity,  
AL-KO ATS includes the tiny Black Knight Z3 GPS tracking device + accessories, the free Black Knight real 
time tracking app (for realtime multi-platform tracking on the go).

The AL-KO ATS System Includes:

Black Knight Z3 HIGH-PERFORMANCE TRACKING DEVICE
INTELLIGENT ALERTS
HIGH ACCURACY
TRACK ON THE GO
ADVANCED SIMPLICITY
INSTANT CONNECTIVITY
INTERNATIONAL ROAMING

SECURITY ACCESSORIES

Learn more at www.alkoats.com.au
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AL-KO ATS is small to hide and simple to use. Charge up or hard wire the GPS tracker, press one button and 
you’re away. AL-KO ATS comes bundled with a minimum of 12 months global connectivity.

AL-KO ATS includes the tiny Black Knight Z3 GPS tracking device + accessories, the free Black Knight real
time tracking app (for realtime multi-platform tracking on the go).
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